As technology scales, Network-on-Chips (NoCs), currently being used for on-chip communication in manycore architectures, face several problems including high network latency, excessive power consumption, and low reliability. Simultaneously addressing these problems is proving to be difficult due to the explosion of the design space and the complexity of handling many trade-offs. In this paper, we propose IntelliNoC, an intelligent NoC design framework which introduces architectural innovations and uses reinforcement learning to manage the design complexity and simultaneously optimize performance, energy-efficiency, and reliability in a holistic manner. IntelliNoC integrates three NoC architectural techniques: (1) multifunction adaptive channels (MFACs) to improve energy-efficiency;
INTRODUCTION
Network-on-Chips (NoCs) [1, 2] have emerged as the standard interconnect fabric for connecting cores, caches, and memory controllers on the chip. With aggressive scaling of transistor technology to lower dimensions (< 10nm), NoC architectures are facing several urgent challenges including increased power consumption (both static and dynamic power), waning reliability (transient and permanent faults), and increased latency.
There has been a significant amount of work recently devoted to improving energy-efficiency, reliability and performance for NoCs [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Dynamic energy savings have been obtained using voltage and frequency scaling [7, 8] , elastic/channel buffers [9, 10] , and dynamic buffer allocation [11] among many other techniques. With technology continuing to scale, leakage power has become dominant, and therefore, power-gating techniques with bypass or multiple sub-networks are proposed to take advantage of idle router periods [7, 12, 13] to reduce power consumption. However, aggressive energy saving techniques have negative effects on performance, notably increased latency or execution time since packets are delayed or routes are disconnected [14] . Moreover, with aggressive transistor scaling comes reliability issues in both transient and permanent faults. These faults are handled using many techniques, including adaptive routing, relaxed transmission, forward error detection/correction and packet re-transmission schemes, all of which result in substantial power consumption and longer latency [3, 4, 6] . There is a strong need for a holistic NoC design methodology that simultaneously tackles the challenges of lowering power, increasing performance, and improving reliability, but, as demonstrated, this presents many trade-offs and difficulties.
Designing such an integrated framework is challenging, since it requires the prediction of future NoC behavior and deploying a large number of optimization techniques, which can conflict and offset each other's desired goals. The problem is compounded by the fact that most on-chip applications' traffic patterns, application workloads, component stress, and failures are sometimes unpredictable. Such uncertainty of prediction can result in inadequate decision making, which negatively impacts performance. Moreover, manually designing the rules and strategies for making proactive decisions in NoCs requires substantial engineering efforts and resources, which often result in sub-optimal solutions. This motivates us to explore machine learning techniques to manage the complexity and automatically learn an optimal control policy to achieve our goal of balancing power, reliability and performance of NoCs. To this end, we propose IntelliNoC, a reinforcement learning (RL) [15, 16] design framework for NoCs, which explores the dynamic interactions among NoC components and system-level metrics, and evolves optimal per-router control policies. The major contributions of the paper are as follows:
• Inter-Router Link Design: We propose multi-function adaptive channel (MFAC) buffers to be used as inter-router link buffers in IntelliNoC architecture. MFAC buffers can assume several functions: (1) regular repeaters for flit transmission, (2) buffers for storage on the link itself, (3) re-transmission buffers for fault-tolerance, and (4) relaxed timing buffers for reliability and congestion requirements. The MFACs are extensions of the dual-function channels originally proposed in iDEAL [10] .
With additional storage available on the inter-router channel, dynamic energy for on-chip storage is reduced at high network loads without any performance degradation. MFACs also provide extra flexibility for improving reliability for both transient (via re-transmission buffers) and permanent faults (via relaxed timing buffers). • Router Bypass for Power Savings and Robustness: We propose a simple router bypass switch, named "stress-relaxing router bypass", that routes flits from upstream MFACs to downstream MFACs without accessing the router buffers or crossbar. In doing so, IntelliNoC saves static power and reduces the stress on the router. Power-gating is deployed at low traffic load to save static power, and additional router bypass is introduced to allow sporadic flits to continue being transmitted without waking up the powered-off router. This has the benefit of saving power and avoiding wake-up latency. Further, at medium-to-high traffic load, the bypass route can be proactively enabled to reduce the stress on the router. This lowers the operating temperature and consequently mitigates the aging effects of the router. • Improved Router Microarchitecture Design: NoC robustness is significantly improved by enhancing the router architecture with per-router adaptive error correction/detection hardware. Both transient and permanent faults are mitigated by this additional hardware along with the router bypass mechanism described above. Per-router adaptive error correction hardware adapts to the error level of each port and dynamically deploys the most efficient error detection/correction and flit re-transmission schemes with minimized power and latency overhead. • RL-based Control Policy Design: We propose several operation modes for the router along with an RL based control policy to handle the dynamic interactions and optimize the trade-offs. The operation modes are intended to maximize power savings and enhance reliability without incurring major performance degradation. Per-router RL agents observe and learn from the entire NoC environment at runtime. The RL agents eventually evolve optimal per-router control policies, which automatically select the optimal operation modes at any given time.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed IntelliNoC architecture using a modified Booksim2 [17] simulator with PARSEC benchmarks on an 8 × 8 2D Mesh architecture. We show that the proposed IntelliNoC provides significant power savings, enhanced reliability, higher performance, and lower area overhead, as compared to traditional NoCs with static fault-tolerant mechanisms.
RELATED WORK
There has been considerable work in improving energy-efficiency and reliability in NoCs. In what follows we briefly highlight some of the directly relevant work. Improving NoC Energy-Efficiency: As static power consumption has become a substantial portion of overall network power, powergating (PG) techniques which power off under-utilized network components have been shown effective for static power savings [12, 13, 18] . However, conventional power-gating schemes for routers tend to substantially increase network latency due to a reduced number of active routers in the network and extra control overhead in managing power-gating. Another proposed approach for reducing network power is reducing router buffers. Previous research [9, 10] have shown that eliminating router buffers is beneficial for both static and dynamic power reduction. Elastic Buffers (EB) [9] replace router buffers with flip-flops in inter-router channels, and iDEAL [10] uses three-state repeaters to store data in the inter-router channels. However, simply replacing router buffers with channel buffers leads to penalties in network congestion and latency as show in [9, 10] . Sub-networks (in EB) [9] and dynamic buffer allocation schemes (in iDEAL) [10] have been suggested to reduce performance loss. Enhancing NoC Reliability: In NoC, both transient and permanent faults can manifest during transmission. Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) [19] is a basic transient fault detection technique often used for NoCs. Flits are encoded by a local CRC encoder in the router before transmission, and are decoded by the destination CRC decoder to perform error detection. If the destination router detects errors, a re-transmission request is sent to the source router to re-transmit the flit. To mitigate transient faults, per-hop error correction codes (ECCs) are usually deployed. Single-bit error correction, doublebit error detection (SECDED) is one of the most commonly used ECC techniques in NoCs [20] . To handle permanent faults caused by transistor aging [21] , a number of techniques have been proposed using load-balancing [22] , circuitry redundancy [23] , and adaptive routing techniques [20] among others. We should note that most of the techniques are static in nature where CRCs or SECDEDs are deployed all the time, regardless of if there are faults or not. Reliability enhancement mechanisms based on static techniques have been shown to require excessive power consumption, and longer delays, and thus significantly degrading NoC performance [23] [24] [25] .
INTELLINOC ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we describe the micro-architecture and circuit-level details of the proposed IntelliNoC design. The overall IntelliNoC architecture is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of adaptive inter-router links based on MFACs, dynamic ECC hardware within each router, a stress-relaxing bypass route for power savings and stress management, and RL control. We describe the implementation of MFACs in Section 3.1, the adaptive ECC mechanism in Section 3.2, and the stress-relaxing technique in Section 3.3 below.
Multi-Function Adaptive Channels (MFACs)
Previous research [9, 10, 22] has shown that the excessive power consumption of router buffers can be reduced by moving storage to the inter-router links or channels. In this paper, we extend iDEAL channel buffers [10] to multi-function adaptive channel buffers (MFAC buffers), with the objective of reducing power, improving performance, and enhancing reliability. Much like with iDEAL buffers, we partially remove router buffers and use MFACs as storage and dynamically allocate link and router storage according to traffic patterns to reduce power consumption, with the side benefit of balancing wear-out. MFACs are different from iDEAL buffers in several ways. First, we evenly allocate channel buffers on two physical links in each channel to alleviate congestion and head-of-line blocking of the single link channel design, as shown in Fig. 2 . Next, we use an MFAC controller to dynamically and independently configure the transmission/buffer functions of the physical links to perform multiple MFAC functions shown in Fig. 3 . In doing so, MFACs are capable of four functions as opposed to two in iDEAL. As described in detail in Section 3.1.1, MFACs can function as (1) transmission repeaters, (2) link storage, (3) re-transmission buffers, and (4) relaxed timing buffers. The mode selection is explained in Section 4. Since our design may lead to a latency penalty (due to control overhead of the MFAC buffers) and potential congestion (due to head-of-line blocking of router buffers), we use dynamic router buffer allocation to maximize network throughput, as detailed in Section 3.1.2.
MFAC Buffers.
Conventional channel buffers [10] use threestate transistors to propagate or store flits, controlled by a 1-bit flow control signal sent from the congestion control block [10] . Upon receiving a low congestion signal, the three-state repeaters are configured for transmission and propagate the flits. When the congestion signal is high, the tri-state transistors act as a storage device and buffer the flit. buffers can now implement two additional functions: re-transmission buffers and relaxed timing buffers. The circuit details of the MFAC controller is shown in Fig. 3 
and described below:
(1) Transmission Repeater ( Fig. 3(a) ): With this function, both MFAC buffer links are configured as repeaters. When the MFAC controller is set to forward the congestion signal and the 1-bit congestion signal is low, the transistors connected to GND and V dd are enabled, allowing the MFAC to act as transmission channel.
(2) Link Storage ( Fig. 3(b) ): In this case, both MFAC buffer links are configured as link storage. When the MFAC controller is set to forward the congestion signal and the 1-bit congestion signal is high, the transistors connected to GND and V dd are disabled. Flits are then buffered in transistors' capacitance.
(3) Re-transmission Buffer ( Fig. 3 buffer link is used to store flits for re-transmission purposes. In conventional SECDED design, a copy of the transmitted flit is stored in the local re-transmission buffer (in the upstream router) until it receives an acknowledgement (ACK) message back from the downstream router. The implementation of local re-transmission buffers can lead to excessive power and area overhead, especially since these re-transmission buffers are under-utilized when error levels are low. Therefore, it is beneficial to replace the traditional in-router re-transmission buffers with MFAC buffers, because the original flit will only be stored when needed (under higher error rates). Under this condition, the MFAC controller will send the same packet/flits on both MFAC buffer links. The MFAC controller configures the upper MFAC buffer link for storage (by applying a "hold" signal) and the lower MFAC buffer link for forwarding the flit (regular transmission). Upon receiving a NACK signal, the MFAC controller will release the flit for re-transmission. If ACK signal is received, the flit is discarded since the original transmission is error-free.
(4) Relaxed Timing Buffer ( Fig. 3(d) ): The proposed MFAC buffer links are able to function as relaxed timing transmission buffers, which can reduce the probability of transient errors by doubling the link traversal time [26] . When the MFAC controller receives a low signal (no congestion), it will reverse the signal from low to high to hold the flit for one cycle. After one clock-cycle delay, the MFAC controller will propagate the low signal to the MFAC buffers to propagate data. By storing for one additional cycle, we can provide a relaxed buffer design to reduce the probability of transient error.
Buffer Allocation and Flow Control.
In conventional router design, each input port of the router is associated with a VC state table. The table records the state for each incoming flit and ensures that the head and the body flits are routed to the correct output port [27] . Dynamic buffer allocation schemes have been proposed to prevent performance degradation [11] . In such designs, the VC state table is extended to include the VC identifier (VC), read pointer (RP), write pointer (WP), allocated output port (OP), output VC (OVC), status (Stat), and credit count (CR). However, since each VC state table can only be accessed by its associated input port, such a design cannot be used when the router (and associated input ports) is powered off. In IntelliNoC, we implement dynamic buffer allocation with a new unified buffer state table (BST) as shown in Fig. 4 . The proposed BST is router-associated and shared by all the input ports within the router. Moreover, the routing information in the BST is not powered off and can be accessed to route flits via bypass path when the router is powered off. Specifically, we add several new entries to the BST (which are shown in yellow and orange in Fig. 4 ) to retain VC information when the router is powered off. In the unified BST, the input port identifier (Port) indicates the input port of the incoming flit. The downstream router status (DRS) indicates if the downstream router associated to the current OP is power-gated or bypassed. The channel buffer pointer (CBP) and channel buffer credit (CBC) indicates the occupancy status of the associated MFAC buffers.
In conventional flow control, the header flit carries the packet information for route computation, VC allocation, and flow control. The output port and VC information are recorded in the VC table by the header flit and therefore body flits simply follow the VCID to find the correct output port from the VC table. The buffer allocation and flow control are similar to conventional design when the router is powered on. When the router is power-gated, the BST is still active and mimics the process of updating BST, as if the router is still switched on. Specifically, the BST records the VC and OP information of the header flit, thus the body flits can be routed to the associated output port by looking up the information. When the flit leaves the bypass switch, a credit is sent back to its upstream router for updating the credit information. This guarantees that the flow control operates normally, irrespective of when the router is powered on or off, since all critical information is updated timely. It must be noted that while power-gated, the router will distribute the credits on MFAC buffers (CBC), since the credits of router buffers are unavailable. To enable BST functioning even when the router is power-gated, we consider a separate supply voltage that is not powered-off.
Additionally, the congestion control block monitors and updates the BST by recording all the available router buffer and MFAC buffer slots. If all the router buffer slots and MFAC buffer slots of an input direction are occupied, a congestion signal will be triggered. The proposed design is deadlock free, since we still maintain the virtual channels, which can avoid both protocol and routing deadlock. On the other hand, the head-of-line blocking in the channel buffers can be overcome by dynamic buffer allocation using the proposed unified BST table [11] . 
Adaptive Error Correction Hardware
Static error control schemes are either costly or not powerful enough to take advantage of traffic variations. Therefore, we propose adaptive error correction (or adaptive ECC) hardware, which can proactively and dynamically deploy the most suitable error correcting code (ECC) on a per-router basis. The different ECC coding includes end-to-end cyclic redundancy (CRC), per-hop SECDED (single-bit error correction, double-bit error detection) and per-hop DECTED (double-bit error correction, triple-bit error detection) [28, 29] . While CRC-only routers can solely detect errors at the destination, SECDED and DECTED can provide more powerful error detection and correction of the transmitted flits at each hop. For a SECDED/DECTED enabled router, an additional error detection encoder is assigned to each output port, and error detection decoders are added to input ports. When a router transmits flits to the downstream router, a copy of the transmitted flit is buffered in the current router's virtual channel (VC) until it receives an ACK message back from the downstream router. If a negative-acknowledgement (NACK) is received, the buffered flit will be re-transmitted to the downstream router. The circuit-level details of SECDED and DECTED encoders/decoders are shown in Fig. 5 . In this paper, we propose a new adaptive error correction hardware which can act as DECTED hardware when it is fully activated, as SECDED when partially activated, or be entirely power-gated to only enable basic CRC, as shown in Fig. 5 . The proposed dynamic ECC hardware functions as SECDED circuit when the combinational logic circuits in green and blue are enabled. Additionally, the proposed hardware functions as DECTED if all of the circuitry in green, blue, and orange are activated. The dynamic configuration of adaptive ECC hardware is guided by the reinforcement learning (RL) based control policy discussed in Section 5.
Stress-Relaxing Router Bypass
When the network experiences high traffic load, network resources, such as buffers, routers, and links, are highly utilized. This tends to raise their operating temperature and run-time stress, contributing to faults in the network. In this paper, we explore a stress-relaxing techniques where we proactively power-gate and bypass the NoC router to lower the temperature and reduce stress time, as shown in Fig. 6 .
Conventional power-gating techniques reduce network connectivity (disconnect routers from the network) and incur large network latency, which negatively affects NoC performance. Several powergating techniques [13, 14, 30] use a simple switch to route the low and sporadic traffic through the bypass links to keep network connectivity. When the router is power-gated, the incoming flits will be stored at the MFAC buffers located in the channel, and propagated using a round robin scheme. In this paper, we have adopted a similar idea, but deployed the new MFAC buffers to provide increased link storage. Unlike prior router bypass designs, the proposed bypass design allows us to extend the power-gated time and the bypass is operational for even low-to-moderate traffic load, since MFAC buffers provide extra storage and will not force the router to be powered-on. Further, to relax the stress-time, we will power-gate the router to mitigate wear-out and aging. When the router is powered-off, the incoming flits are stored at the MFAC buffers and forwarded by a simple round robin arbiter. As discussed in Section 3.1.2, the proposed design continues to utilize BST for routing information under power-gated conditions. In addition, we propose to use ML to predict power-gating opportunities to power off routers, therefore yielding optimal static power savings and reducing router stress-time.
PROACTIVE OPERATION MODES
In this section, we propose five proactive operation modes for In-telliNoC routers. Each operation mode has various MFAC configurations, error correction, re-transmission, and power management strategies. Occasionally, each IntelliNoC router independently selects and deploys an operation mode proactively, using a reinforcement learning based control policy (described in Section 5). The operation modes are fully detailed below.
• Operation Mode 0 -Stress-Relaxing Mode: In this mode, the stress-relaxing bypass route is activated, which means the entire router is power-gated, and the MFAC buffers are used to store the incoming flits. If the router is underutilized, or a high risk of overheating is predicted, this operation mode will be triggered. By reducing operating temperature and stress time, this mode can reduce the probability of the occurrence of permanent faults, along with significant static power savings. • Operation Mode 1 -Basic Error Detection Mode: In this mode, the router disables the entire adaptive error correction hardware, and deploys basic CRC at the local core injection port for error detection. This operation mode is used under low traffic intensity, which often is associated with low error levels. To achieve maximum power savings and higher throughput, the MFAC buffer links are configured as storage buffers. • Operation Mode 2 -Per-hop SECDED Mode: In this mode, the router switches its adaptive ECC hardware to SECDED to enable per-hop error detection and correction. This operation mode is beneficial when SECDED can handle most of the faults. Otherwise, it will either lead to unnecessary power and latency penalties (when error level is low) or excessive re-transmissions (when errors cannot be corrected by applying SECDED). The MFAC buffers are configured as re-transmission buffers. • Operation Mode 3 -Per-hop DECTED Mode: In this mode, the router activates the entire adaptive ECC hardware to enable DECTED. This is the situation where the flits are more likely to contain errors in more than 1 bit position. The MFAC buffers are configured as re-transmission buffers. • Operation Mode 4 -Relaxed Transmission Mode: In this mode, the errors in transmitted flits are beyond the error correction capability of SECDED/DECTED hardware. In this case, an additional clock cycle is inserted at every stage of the MFAC buffers for all flits. This mechanism doubles the link traversal time and relaxes the timing constraint on the flit transmission, so that the probability of timing errors can be reduced to near zero [26] .
The dynamic selection of operation modes is performed by each router independently yet simultaneously, in a sequence of discrete time steps, using a reinforcement learning (RL) based control policy presented in Section 5. At each time step, each router decides which operation mode to apply for the following time step and passes the decision to the downstream router. By doing so, the downstream router will be informed to configure the ECC decoder located in the corresponding input port to apply the correct ECC coding, so that it is synchronized with the ECC coding of the upstream router's encoder at output port at the next time step. As demonstrated, the proposed dynamic per-router error detection/correction and powergating scheme provide a higher degree of freedom for individual routers to apply the best strategy at a given time,resulting in greater benefits for the entire network.
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
In this section, we present a per-router reinforcement learning (RL) based control policy for dynamically selecting one of the IntelliNoC operation modes proposed above. RL refers to the training of machine learning models that optimizes the behavior of autonomous agents. In RL, an agent interacts with an environment and takes actions that can change the state of the environment with the aim of maximizing the total reward, or long-term return [15] . A NoC system can be seen as a cooperative multi-agent system, wherein the agents are components such as routers, links, or power systems linked to NoCs, and the environment is the entire communication system.
In RL, the agent (NoC router) acts as a learner and a decision maker and interacts with the environment (entire NoC system) in a sequence of discrete time steps. At each time step, the router observes the current state s by extracting runtime system metrics, selects an action a from one of the proposed operation modes, and applies it at the next step. At the following time step, upon taking the action, the NoC metrics change and result in a new state s , which is fed back to the agent. In addition to observing the new state, the agent also receives a reward r (a function of energy, performance, and reliability), representing the impact of the action on system performance. A policy π maps states and actions, specifying how to choose actions given the state of the environment. The goal of the RL algorithm is to learn a policy that maximizes the agent's long-term return R t , calculated as the exponentially discounted sum of future rewards: R t = r t+1 + γr t+2 + γ 2 r t+3 + ... [14] . In this paper, the Q-learning algorithm [15] is used to learn the optimal policy by estimating an action-value function Q s, a . It represents the maximum return that the agent is expected to receive if it starts in state s, takes action a, and follows the optimal policy for the remaining actions. If Q s, a is the optimal action-value function, then the corresponding optimal policy is π s = arg max a Q s, a . State Space and Action Space: The NoC system metrics, or features, comprising the RL state are listed in Fig. 7 . These metrics are local to each RL agent and are monitored at each time step. The action space A = {a 0 ,a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ,a 4 } contains the five operation modes that the RL agents can select from, as described in Section 4. Reward Function: The router agents have the holistic goal of minimizing network latency, reducing power consumption, and decelerating the aging of the NoC system. Therefore, the reward function for router i at time step t is defined as:
The Latency in the equation above refers to the average end-to-end latency of the specific router i, which can be obtained by calculating the difference between the flit injection time and the ACK message injection time for each flit transmission within time step t. ACK message injection time represents the time when the flit arrives at the destination node and is accepted. Additionally, the average power consumption is monitored by NoC sensors (power modules) in the next time step. It contains both static power consumption and dynamic power consumption. The aging factor is calculated using the aging model, which is described in detail in Section 6.2. The latency, power, and aging variables used in Equation 1 are always larger than 1, thus precluding the reward from taking extremely large values. Working in log-space also makes any difference in scale among the three quantities immaterial, as multiplying them with different constant factors translates into one constant term in the reward and Q-values, without any impact on the Q-learning algorithm. Q-Learning: To find the optimal action-value function Q(s, a) that maximizes the expected return, we use the tabular Q-learning algorithm [15] . Assuming the state s is discrete, a table Q is initialized with zeros for all possible s, a pairs. At each time step, the Qlearning algorithm chooses actions, based on the current Q, such that, over many time steps, all actions are taken in all states. This is achieved by using an ε-greedy policy which takes a random action with a small probability ε, and the maximum value action with probability 1 − ε. After taking an action a and observing the reward r and new state s , the action-value table entry Q(s, a) is updated using the following temporal difference rule:
The learning rate α can be reduced over time and determines how well Q-learning will converge. It can be shown that for appropriate values of α, Q-learning converges to the optimal action-value function and its corresponding optimal policy [15] . The variable γ (where 0≤ γ ≤1) in this equation is the discount rate, which determines the impact of future rewards on the total return: as γ approaches 1, the agent becomes less near-sighted by giving more weight to future rewards. Additionally, an ε-greedy policy is also applied to explore unvisited regions of the state-action space [15, 31, 32] . A detailed discussion of how the parameters γ and ε impact system-level performance is presented in Section 7.3. Fig. 8 : Q-learning process. At time step t, the action a 2 with maximum Q-value for current state s 0 is selected. The reward for action a 2 will be calculated after a 2 impacts NoC environment. Then the Q-value will be updated following the temporal difference rule (2) .
State s
The Q-values for all possible state-action pairs are recorded independently in a local state-action mapping table for each router. Thus, the computational overhead of RL is determined by the traversal latency of the state-action mapping table. Some of the features selected in Fig. 7 have continuous values (e.g. temperature), as such they need to be discretized. In this paper, the feature values are evenly discretized into five bins according to the range of each feature through benchmark profiling. Fig. 8 demonstrates the working of the RL-based control logic when running a benchmark. At each time step, the process goes through several stages. In stage 1 , the router uses the state s to look up the local state-action mapping table for a matching row (in Fig. 8 , we assume current state s matches state s 0 in the mapping table). In stage 2 , the router selects an action a (one of five operation modes), which has the maximum Q s, a -value among all possible actions for state s, for the next time step (we assume a 2 in Fig. 8 has the maximum Q-value). Upon taking the action a, the NoC system transits to a new state s'. In stage 3 , the NoC system provides a reward r (defined in Equation 1) to the router. The reward will be used in the temporal difference rule shown in Equation 2 to update Q s, a . Each router will go through the three stages at each time step. The initialization of the per-router controller and the stateaction mapping table will be discussed in Section 6.3.
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present the fault injection model for transient faults, the transistor aging model for permanent faults, and the simulation framework. In this work, we only consider error transmission caused in the inter-router links. In future work, we will consider faults in the control circuit, routing table, state-action table, and other sources.
Fault Model for Transient Fault Injection
To assess the reliability improvements of the proposed IntelliNoC, we introduce a fault model to realistically produce a probability of timing errors occurring for each link using a combination of error models and simulators. The simulators and error models include VARIUS [33] fault model, NoC fault model [34] and HotSpot [35] thermal model. These models and simulators are fully modified and combined with the network simulator, so that transient faults can be injected dynamically at runtime. Per-router RL agents monitor and predict the supply voltage, operation frequency, and link utilization. These values are injected in HotSpot to obtain router operating temperature at runtime. The temperature values (generated by HOTSPOT) are fed into the VARIUS timing error model to generate probability of timing errors (R e ) for each transmitted bit. This bit error rate R e increases as operating temperature increases or as supply voltage decreases. Using R e , we can calculate the error rate of a transmission flit (P fault ). Based on the above, we calculate the probability of a faulty n-bit flit as follows:
Modeling Aging in NoCs
We model and calculate the aging factor in (1) by correlating the shift in the threshold voltage of the transistor (ΔV th ). ΔV th shift is tied to the wear-out effect of the transistors due to long-term stress according to the Alpha Power Law [36] :
The equation above indicates that a shift in the threshold voltage V th leads to a variation in circuit delay d g . For a single transistor, when ΔV th reaches a certain level, the delay degradation will exceed the margins within which the transistor operates correctly. Since the transistor cannot sample correctly, the circuit will fail and is considered to be a permanent fault. We consider a permanent fault in the transistor when ΔV th is greater than 10% [37] .
Typically, Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) [38, 39] and Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) [21, 40] contribute to shift in ΔV th . Research [21] has shown that the shift in threshold voltage caused by NBTI and HCI are independent and correspond to the stress of p-type metal-oxide semiconductor (PMOS) and n-type metal-oxide semiconductor (NMOS) transistors respectively. Therefore, we use both NBTI-and HCI-caused ΔV th to quantify the aging factor.
Specifically, ΔV th_NBT I is given by [38, 39] :
From (5), ΔV th_NBT I is correlated to A which has an exponential dependence on operating temperature and time t − t 0 , whereas δ , n, t ox , and C are all device related constants [37] . We monitor the operating temperature and time to calculate ΔV th_NBT I . On the other hand, ΔV th_HCI is given by equation 6 below [21, 40] :
where A HCI and I are material-dependent parameters, m and n are technology-related exponents, and α SA is switching activity. All of them are set to default values [37] . d g0 (the transition delay) and f (clock frequency) are captured by the simulator.
Using NBTI-and HCI-induced shift in threshold voltage, we model the Aging factor given in equation (1) as follows: 
It must be noted that the Aging factor is designed to have a value greater than 1 so that it can be used in the reward function (1), as discussed in Section 5.
Simulation Setup
We evaluate our proposed design using a modified version of the cycle-accurate network simulator Booksim2 [17] , where we fully incorporate the fault models and RL techniques. We also use Netrace [41] to capture cycle-accurate benchmark traces for the network simulator. Table 1 describes the simulation parameters used. The selection of RL parameters (such as α, γ, and ε) can impact the performance of the trained control policy [31, 32, 42] . We tune the discount rate γ and exploration probability ε on blackscholes benchmark from PARSEC, resulting in γ = 0.9 and ε = 0.05. The learning rate α is set to the default value of 0.1. A more detailed discussion on the tuning process is provided in Section 7.3. The operation modes of all routers are initialized to mode 1. Workloads from the PARSEC benchmark suite [43] are tested. Benchmarks from PARSEC are transformed into a trace file by the Netrace simulator. These trace files contain packet injection/ejection events and offer runtime information (such as time, packet size, transmission source, destination, or event type). We compare the performance of the IntelliNoC design to the baseline which consists of a traditional wormhole-based router and static SECDED hardware. We also compare our IntelliNoC design with several other stateof-the-art techniques including, Elastic Buffers (EB) [9] , iDEAL channel buffers [10] with power gating (CP), and extended CP with dynamic ECC capabilities (CPD). For CPD, at each time step, the selection of ECC hardware is based on the error level of the previous time step. The agent calculates which error type is most common (no errors in a flit, 1-bit error per flit, 2-bit errors per flit, or more than 3-bit errors per flit). For the RL-based IntelliNoC, we pre-train the per-router policy using blackscholes, the same benchmark that was used for tuning (pre-training on other benchmarks led to similar performance). After that, we use the other applications in PARSEC to test performance. The testing phase for each benchmark lasts a full application execution time. The control policy is dynamically updated by applying the temporal difference rule (2) every 1000 cycles.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 7.1 Performance Analysis
Speed-up: The speed-up is obtained by calculating the ratio of the full application execution time of various techniques (SECDED, EB, CP, and CPD) to the execution time using the proposed IntelliNoC running various benchmarks, as shown in Fig. 9 . As can be seen in Fig. 9 , IntelliNoC has the largest speed-up over all techniques evaluated. EB achieves 6% speed-up over the SECDED baseline, since it shortens the router pipeline stages by eliminating VA stage. CP results in 3% performance loss because of degraded throughput and the power-gating wake-up latency. Adaptive error control (in CPD and IntelliNoC) successfully accelerates benchmark execution (by 8% and 16% respectively) by reducing ECC overhead (via CRC) and re-transmission traffic (as discussed in Section 7.2). Average End-to-End Latency: Fig. 10 shows the normalized endto-end packet latency for different techniques. It can be seen that the proposed IntelliNoC framework achieves an average of 32% endto-end latency reduction. It should be noted that EB achieves 17% end-to-end latency reduction over the baseline due to the elimination of VA stage in router pipeline. However, re-transmission traffic can be excessive in traditional routers with static error correction techniques. IntelliNoC applies appropriate ECC mode and relaxing strategies to minimize transient and permanent faults, which in turn reduces the re-transmission traffic. Overall Static Power Consumption: Fig. 11 shows overall static power consumption for the various techniques. EB, with a zerorouter-buffer design, reduces static power consumption by 14%, while CP achieves 20% static power savings due to power-gating. The use of adaptive error control in CPD provides 23% static power savings on an average, since reducing the re-transmission messages provides more opportunities for power-gating the router. However, in some benchmarks (e.g. ferret), CPD performance is worse than CP, due to the control policy. IntelliNoC provides maximum static power savings for all applications due to the dynamic nature of the RLbased control policy and the better choices made for the operating modes.
Overall Dynamic Power Consumption: Dynamic power reduction is achieved by reducing the number of router buffers (EB, CP) and/or by mitigating faults and reducing the number of retransmissions. IntelliNoC, using MFACs and dynamic error control, is able to reduce re-transmission traffic significantly. As a result, IntelliNoC outperforms all other techniques in reducing dynamic power consumption as shown in Fig. 12 . Energy-Efficiency: We define energy-efficiency as:
Energy -E ff iciency = P static + P dynamic × T exec −1 (8) P static and P dynamic are static and dynamic power consumption, and T exec is the benchmark execution time, which are obtained through Booksim2. Fig. 13 shows the energy-efficiency measurements for all techniques studied and normalized to the SECDED baseline. IntelliNoC improves energy-efficiency by 67%, compared to the SECDED baseline, while the maximum energy-efficiency improvement using other techniques is 36% (CPD). Operation Mode Breakdown: Fig. 14 shows the breakdown of operation modes in IntelliNoC architecture for all PARSEC benchmarks. We study the ratio of the number of clock cycles utilized by each operation mode to the total execution time. Mode 0 occupies 20% of the total execution time on average, leading to static power savings. This indicates that the stress-relaxing bypass route and the router is power-gated for 20% of the time. Basic CRC is sufficient 55% of the time (mode 1), which indicates low transient errors for half the execution of all applications. For the remaining 25% of the time, more powerful ECCs (SECDED, DECTED and relaxed transmission) are essential (basically modes 2 to 4) to reduce re-transmission traffic while still providing fault-tolerance coverage. By applying the RL-based control policy to balance performance, power consumption, and reliability, IntelliNoC dynamically selects the appropriate operation mode.
Reliability Analysis
Improvement in Transient Fault Tolerance: To examine the reliability improvement of IntelliNoC with respect to soft errors, we compare in Fig. 15 the amount of re-transmission traffic for four techniques: SECDED, EB, CP, and CPD, with that of IntelliNoC. Results are normalized to the SECDED baseline. As shown, all techniques are able to reduce the number of re-transmissions due to the fact that they all reduce router buffers. This results in reduced operating temperatures, in turn reducing timing errors. However, IntelliNoC, with its ability to choose optimized control policy and more powerful error correcting schemes, achieves the largest reduction on re-transmissions at 45%. Improvement in Permanent Fault Tolerance: To quantify the reliability improvement of the proposed framework with respect to permanent faults, we use the mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) metric.
To estimate MTTF, we calculate Failure-in-Time (FIT) of the baseline circuitry and the correction circuitry using the architectural level reliability-modeling framework proposed in [23, 44] . We then use the permanent fault model discussed in Section 6.2 and use the FIT value above to calculate material related parameters. A normalized MTTF that compares IntelliNoC with other designs is shown in Fig. 16 . As can be seen in Fig. 16 , the MTTF of IntelliNoC is 1.77 times the MTTF of the baseline, indicating that the proposed design is 77% more reliable than the baseline. Although EB, CP, and CPD also achieve improved MTTF values, simulation results still indicate that the stress-relaxing feature of IntelliNoC plays an important role in further improving the robustness of the system.
Sensitivity Analysis
Impact of Different Time Steps: In order to study the impact of the RL time step (number of clock cycles of each time step), we varied the time step t starting from 200 to 10,000 clock cycles. We evaluated three NoC performance metrics: execution time, end-toend packet latency, and energy consumption of full benchmark suite, and compared the results to the SECDED baseline. The evaluation results are illustrated in Fig. 17(a) . As can be seen in Fig. 17(a) , a longer time step (10K cycles) can result in sub-optimal system-level performance. Longer cycle time (10K cycles) hurts performance since the RL agent selects the mode according to the average value for the entire time step of 10K cycles. On the other hand, aggressively reducing the length of time steps (200 clock cycles) also leads to a degradation of RL performance, since the computational overhead of RL dominates when compared to system-level performance. Impact of Different Error Rates: In order to study the impact of different error rates on the proposed methodology, we artificially inject transient errors into the NoC system with average bit error rates equal to 10 −7 , 10 −8 , 10 −9 , and 10 −10 . Three NoC performance metrics are evaluated: execution time, end-to-end latency, and energy consumption. The evaluation results are illustrated in the plot in Fig. 17(b) . As can be seen in Fig. 17(b) , the proposed design achieves better performance as the error rate increases. Impact of Discount Rate γ : We discuss the impact of the RL parameter, discount rate γ on the energy-delay product (EDP). Lower EDP indicates better performance. The blackscholes of PARSEC benchmark is used for parameter tuning. As discussed in Section 5, the parameter γ controls how much importance the RL agent gives to future rewards. Fig. 18 (a) shows that the system EDP improves initially with larger γ. However, aggressively increasing γ can also lead to Q-learning failing to converge, which negatively affects the system performance. The best performance is achieved when γ equals to 0.9. Impact of Exploration Probability ε : Fig. 18(b) shows the impact of ε values on the system EDP. As ε increases from 0 to 1, the RL agent is more likely to take random actions, and thus explores stateaction pairs that have yet to be tested. In the extreme case when ε is 0, the router agent selects the initial mode most of the time. Conversely, when ε is 1, the agent takes actions entirely at random. Both cases result in sub-optimal system performance. As shown in Fig. 18 , the best energy-delay product is achieved when ε equals to 0.05.
Overhead Analysis
We evaluate the area overhead of IntelliNoC and other designs with Synopsys Design Vision software in 32nm technology library with the supply voltage set to 1.0 Volt, and clock frequency set to 2.0 GHz. The area overhead is shown in Table. 2. As can be seen from the Table, CP and IntelliNoC require less area than the baseline because they both lower the number of router buffers and exploit channel buffers for storage. EB eliminates router buffers all together and therefore requires the least area (-32.7%). In IntelliNoC, the use of RL incurs additional overheads. The overheads include (a) the computational and energy overheads from calculating Q-values and traversing Q-table at each time step and (b) the area overhead induced by Q-table storage. We use [45] to calculate the energy overhead of RL in IntelliNoC. Result shows that at each 1k cycle time step, the RL consumes 0.16 pJ, and its Table 1 . The baseline uses the static SECDED baseline router. The area overhead of elastic buffers and channel buffers are included in "Channel" in Table 2. total timing overhead is estimated to be 5 cycles, which is negligible. We also use Synopsys to calculate the area overhead of Q-table. We design our state space using 16 features, each of which has been discretized into 5 bins, as shown in Fig. 7 . However, during the pre-training phase using blackscholes benchmark, we observe that the Q-table is indeed small in size, with no greater than 300 entries. That may be because the selected features are correlated to each other, and some combinations of the feature values would never be achieved in benchmark execution. To ensure a sufficient storage for Q-values during test phase, we assign a Q-table with 350 entries to each router, which leads to an area overhead that consumes 4% of total router area.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose IntelliNoC, an intelligent NoC design which can simultaneously achieve improved performance, energyefficiency, and reliability using architectural innovations and RL for dynamic control. The new NoC design consists of multi-function adaptive inter-router channel buffers, per-router dynamic error correction hardware, stress-relaxing bypass design, five proactive operating modes, and a RL-based dynamic control policy. Each RL agent (i.e. router) learns from the NoC behavior and updates a control policy to select an optimal operating mode at any given time with the objective of achieving high performance, increased reliability, and reduced power consumption. Simulation using the PARSEC benchmark suite shows that the proposed IntelliNoC framework improves energy-efficiency by 67%, enhances mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) by 77%, decreases end-to-end packet latency by 32%, and lowers area requirements by 25% over baseline NoC architecture. These results demonstrate the amplifying and synergistic effects of integrating architectural innovations with machine learning in a holistic approach to substantial improvements in the network performance, energy-efficiency, and reliability for NoC designs.
